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lan Monk 

(Mum's Apple) Pie 

A life‟s spent battling. My dreams began and ended together, imagi- 
ning company, crunching pie up and framing your coffin. 

So, twenty days ago, you arrived for my private Christmas party. 
Friendship is pleasant, although love‟s dithering madness. I, rather foolishly, 
had requested something you thought weird : a gracefully lined vibrator of 
reinforced aluminium. « Exactly what gentlemen need when tying teenagers up, 
» you proclaimed sweetly. Replying, I stated that : « Amusements can- not be 
strictly sorted. No, whatever fantasies instigate develops across an infinité 
irrational arc. Real création is rigid, yet free. Am I monster ? » Eccen- tric 
guests drained cocktails designed by a dead American trombonist, stuf- fing 
exotic foods, a set of decanters on the ancestral tables, around snug set- tees 
containing luxuriant old playboys. « Okay, that sounds reasonable. Evi- dently, 
logic never transcends truly whatever is in you. A mindset of flesh, » you japed, 
delighted. This implicated whenever I am inspired, then absurdly I‟m a drifter. 
Your laugh, resembling an ethereal harp, a sprinkling of dag- gers, dislocated a 
wishbone‟s tip. Dangling above us, I‟d elaborated sweet angel wings‟ mirroring 
glints, such that crimes in us reflected upon innocent godliness. Below this, 
showgirls and playactors, now enacting a rehearsed comedy, were seen in 
pleasant tableaux, a breathless cascading rippled among pinked curved flesh, 
compacted, and the wide open spaces Fil remember till reason‟s death. Frozen, 
they breathed in the air, twining ecsta- tic relief, lulling memories and a waking 
storm. « So, darling, I am fulfilled, resembling a delicious omnipotent, » I said. 
« These scenes seem splendid. Still, nothing should overwhelm us, » you said, 
rising laughingly. « Our life requires forces. I personally will never fail for us. 
Beyond images, love unifies us. » I did not replicate but stared distinctly 
between an exotic declen- sion of pure fantasies : a girl, a bi, lay circled in that 
round theatre‟s magical shadowplay, crisscross cheeks amidst handcuffed 
ankles and a merry troop prancing sideways. I thought hard. Midnight 
beckoned. A break of reflection preceding an outrageous, brilliant retum of 
violence, an awakening of sheer lust everywhere. Meanwhile, I burbled a reply 
: « You forget that wedded delight stammers, depending on which absurdity 
transcends and whether exubérance intervenes. Fm now the missionary lover 
who personates which idea prevails. » Patterns of electronic rock echoed 
around, music of a mad inspired push, a blue dream‟s lingering taste, a 
forgotten rush, a lyric :  
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l'm stupid, mindlessly imitating your 
dog and mysterious bones, entwine 
me, chained completely, you décidé 
which torture moans. 

'Obedience, still obedience’, / 
exclaimed, inane. 
You mastermind decisions 
of a frenzied strain. 

« l‟m certain, » you declared. « A nightmare can be lovely : e.g. sli- cing 
phalluses off. A conception which l‟m thrilled about. » Your glinting 
dreadlocks covered your eyes, echoes of an old shared obsession. Meanw- hile, 
hoards of dancers, then padlocked bears spread between the sofas, a vigorous 
éruption among smiling tiers of loafers in soft loungers. « Sweet- ness, I or we 
subsist, whatever the decision », I reasoned and pronounced. « l‟m reassured 
that existence‟s so important. Remember, you can easily dictate who may 
uprise or what will intertwine. Desire never really dances wild, » you 
expatiated. Incenses‟ odours percolated us, a low continuum that suggested 
warm kisses and fantasies‟ throb, or an open horizon, the mirages a headiness 
interfolds between furrowings of a desert‟s windblown cara- vans. Around 
resplendent armchairs then the poppers evaporated in cardiac vapours, 
condensing above the simmering of a chowder, a sizzled frying of ducklings‟ 
fat, a heavily spiced platter, hunks of old devilled méat, bloody cutlets that 
dribbled a reddened dead stench, cheeses‟ bluish veined galle- ries‟ lush 
corruption, a hit of graveyards‟ fragrances. « Cadaverous scent smells familiar. 
I am insured, » I said, lying to myself. Now Cuban cigars exfoliated flurries of 
clouded colours, irisated mists. Feeling peckish, I ate bits of curried méats, 
tasting pickled, garlicky, marinaded mutton, gelati- nous conserves. I thought 
why nobody was dancing a cracked fandango cra- zily or a wild cancan. 
Gleaming, your eyes questioned everybody, every- thing. « I am no fool. 
Establish which you pick, » you proclaimed. I then firmly hiked your miniskirt, 
after stroking shyly its tassels. A motivation which instigated subtler fingering 
of an organic sensation. Dances movingly restarted in timed rhythmic 
imitations of our laced legs. « No hésitation, » I whispered, caressing below 
skirts. « I‟d, we‟d be virginity incamated if I requested better promptings. » 
Midnight chimed, then everything was firm. When a decision‟s taken, fancy 
withering inherits a sad memory of infini- ty‟s horizons. Reeling, then faintly 
limping, I was undergoing mutation‟s ecstasies. Sinews stiffening, madly I 
squeezed nothing, rationally seizing on a... I was your sweetness, masterdom, 
bloodless quenching, toothsome endeavour. Suddenly you, falling on pattemed 
matting, vanished undemeath some cavorting créatures‟ whirl, a variegated 
moody screaming dervish mob. I brushed off my trousers, I kissed everybody‟s 
crimsoned cheeks and I departed, after showering. 

(To be continued.) 

C‟est le début d‟une histoire potentiellement infinie. Le nombre de 
lettres dans chaque mot est déterminé par les décimales de pi (mais 0 devient 
10, pour des raisons évidentes). Le texte ici présenté va jusqu‟à la huit centième 
décimale.  


